
been wiser in this day than the children of
light? Have not there been Saints enough
before us for us to learn by their experi-
ence, and revelations enough given for the
Saints now not to be in the background? It
is mortifying that the children of this world
should know more about these things than
the children of light. We know more about
the kingdom of God. Take these young
men, sixteen or eighteen years old, or these
old men, or some who have just come into
the Church, and let them go into the
world, and, with regard to the kingdom of
God, they can teach kings and queens,
statesmen and philosophers, for they are ig-
norant of these things; but in things per-
taining to this life, the lack of knowledge
manifested by us as a people is disgraceful.
Your knowledge should be as much more
than that of the children of this world with
regard to the things of the world as it is
with regard to the things of the kingdom of
God.

Take your money or your property,
brethren and sisters, and buy flour; or shall
I hear, tomorrow morning, “I am out of
bread?” Why not go down street and sell
your bonnets and your shawls, sisters, and
not wait? “Why, some good brother will
feed us.” But that good brother has not got
the flour. “I am not going to buy any; I will
trust in the Lord; He will send the ravens to
feed me.” Perhaps the faith of some people
is such that they think the Lord will send
down an angel with a loaf of bread under
one arm and a leg of bacon under the
other—that an angel will be sent from some
other world with bread ready buttered for
them to eat; or that it will be as was said of
the pigs in Ohio, when it was first settled; it
was said the soil was so rich that if you hung
up one pound of the earth two pounds of
fat would run out of it, and that pigs were
running through the woods ready roasted,

with knives and forks in their backs. My
faith is not like that.

A brother told me, when speaking of the
rotation of the planets, that he could never
believe that the earth did rotate. Said I, “do
you believe that the sun which shone today
shone yesterday?” “Yes.” He had not faith
to believe that the earth turns round, but
He believed that the sun moved round the
earth. Now, said I, take your measuring in-
struments. If the earth rotates upon its axis
each given point upon it moves 24,000
miles in twenty-four hours; while, if the
sun goes round the earth, it must travel
over a circle, in the same time, of which
95,000,000 is about the semidiameter. He
had not faith to believe that the earth could
turn on its axis in twenty-four hours, but I
showed him that he had to have millions
and millions more faith than I had, when
he believed the sun went round the earth.

My faith does not lead me to think the
Lord will provide us with roast pigs, bread
already buttered, etc. He will give us the
ability to raise the grain, to obtain the
fruits of the earth, to make habitations, to
procure a few boards to make a box, and
when harvest comes, giving us the grain, it
is for us to preserve it—to save the wheat
until we have one, two, five, or seven years’
provisions on hand—until there is enough
of the staff of life saved by the people to
bread themselves and those who will come
here seeking for safety.

Will you do this? “Aye, maybe I will,” says
one, and “maybe I won’t” says another; “the
kingdom that cannot support me I don’t
think of much account; the Lord has said it
is his business to provide for his Saints, and
I guess he will do it.” I have no doubt but
what he will provide for his Saints; but if 
you do not take this counsel and be industri-
ous and prudent, you will not long con-
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